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This paper will present different components of our project to replace current exercise
machines at Dillon Gymnasium with human-energy-generated machines that demonstrate
how the three key components of sustainability (economic growth, environmental
stewardship, and social progress) are fulfilled. Through this paper, we will explain the
development and thought processes that led us to our final proposal. By installing machines
that harness human energy, we will impact the Princeton community environmentally,
specifically through a social lens, by initiating a more sustainability-aware campus.
Machine Functionality
In researching existing implementations of human-generated energy systems in
exercise facilities, several organizations emerged as pioneers of said systems: The Green
Revolution and PlugOut Fitness produce machines which feed user energy back to the power
grid, while companies like ReRev work (primarily with university gyms) to retrofit existing
equipment with green technologies. The Green Microgym in Portland, OR, is one of the
primary exercise facilities to implement PlugOut equipment, and though finding detailed
technical information on the mechanisms behind these systems proved difficult (due to
contract and licensing restrictions), discussions with employees at many of these companies
helped to shed some light. Standard cardio fitness equipment (stationary bikes and
cross-trainers, for example) are operated by pedals which power a drivetrain (via the kinetic
energy of the pedaler); in PlugOut machines, the drivetrain is connected to a generator that
converts this kinetic energy to electrical energy, which is then fed into a power inverter
(located within the equipment).1 The inverter works to change the direct current to
alternating current, and once connected to a standard wall socket with a power cord the
machine can supply the building with electricity. ReRev generators utilize these same
mechanisms, but rather than producing standalone pieces of equipment, the company
supplies kits that facilities can use to replace the braking mechanisms in their existing
machines.2 While allowing flexibility of program, the trade-off here is that ReRev systems do
not include visual output for the machine’s display, so energy-generation cannot be monitored
(this awareness of the amount of energy being generated is a significant part of our
intervention).
For safety purposes, all electrical components on PlugOut and Green Revolution
machines are sealed with a non-conductive plastic that protects the user. Additionally, the
electricity generated is immediately stored in a separate unit so that the equipment itself never
has to store large amounts of electrical current.3 PlugOut units in Dillon (particularly in the
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Cardio Annex) would be spaced much like they are currently, so that each row of machines
can feed into one outlet (Fig. A).
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The current layout of Dillon’s Cardio Annex, along with an image of the layout at Go Green Fitness in Orange, CT.
(1) indicates power cords and (2) indicates the PlugOut Cycle stationary bike.

Economic Growth
Dillon Gym’s current inventory of green-able exercise units includes 17 ellipticals, 17
stationary bikes, 4 cross trainers and 4 rowing machines. Of those, energy-generating
versions of the ellipticals and stationary bikes (which we’ll call Group A) are already being
produced, while the cross trainers and rowing machines (which we’ll call Group B) will need
to be retrofitted with kinetic-to-electrical components. The initial capital cost for Dillon’s
existing machines breaks down as follows:
Group A
Precor EFX 835 Elliptical…………………………………………………………………………………6 @ 7495.00
Precor EFX 833 Elliptical……………………………………………………………………………….11 @ 6495.00
Life Fitness Club Series Upright Lifecycle………………………………………………………..17 @ 2699.00
Group B
Concept2 Model E Indoor Rower……………………………………………………………………..4 @ 1260.00
Cybex 620A Arc Trainer………………………………………………………………………………….4 @ 3295.00
+ Maintenance
---------------Total: $184,538.00
While PlugOut Fitness’s prices for ellipticals are comparable (hovering around
$8000.00), they offer the PlugOut Cycle exercise bike at $1399.00—significantly lower than a
standard unit. Meanwhile ReRev estimates a $750-$1000 cost for adapting most brands of
stationary bike, elliptical, rower and cross trainer. Averaging this cost at $850, a proposal to

replace all Group A machines while retrofitting Group B machines, including an offset for
maintenance, tax and delivery, would entail a new capital cost of $182,039. Realizing that this
cost is nearly equal to the initial cost of standard equipment, our team explored the possibility
of the new machines neutralizing their own cost through the energy they generate.
Based on the figures our team calculated for Dillon’s energy production (238.16
kWh/week, as detailed in the presentation), as well as the price at which PSE&G provides
electricity to the university ($0.127/kWh), we project $30.25/week to be produced by Dillon
Gym users as an offset to the initial capital cost of replacing and retrofitting. At this rate,
Dillon could expect to offset this cost entirely after 6017.82 weeks, or approximately 115 years.
Alone, this is not a monetarily convincing argument; however, coupled with the social effects
that the intervention will provide, as described below, we foresee that this will be a worthwhile
investment for Dillon Gym and for the University.
Environmental Stewardship
Based on the calculations below, we were able to approximate how much energy
Dillon gym users could generate in a week, which helped us understand the impact our
project would have on the wider community.
Dillon is at 100% use between 4:45-5:45: all 73 aerobic machines are in use4
73*90 watt hours(estimated watts generated from Princeton student exerciser5) =
6570 watt hours generated by Dillon at its maximum occupancy
* Please note that when the watt-hour is multiplied by a number (2,3,5, etc), that is the
number of hours in the time frame that Dillon gym is at the projected occupancy.
Energy production per day in a typical week breaks down as follows (Fig. B):
Weekday: Opened from 6:30 am - 12:45 am
6:30-7:30 25% full -> 1642.5 watt hour
7:30-9:30 60% full -> 3942 watt hour * 2(hrs) = 7884 watt hour
9:30-2:30 70% full -> 4599 watt hour * 5(hrs) = 22995 watt hour
2:30-4:30 80% full -> 5256 watt hour * 2 = 10,512 watt hour
4:30-6:30 95% full -> 6241.5 watt hour * 2 = 12483 watt hour
6:30-7:30 50% full -> 3285 watt hour
7:30-9:30 65% full -> 4270.5 watt hour * 2 = 8541 hour
9:30-11:30 50% full -> 3285 watt hour * 2 = 6570 watt hour
11:30-12:30 25% full -> 1642.5 watt hour
total per day = 75,555.5 watt hour
Weekend: 8:00 am - 11:45 pm
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8:00-9:00 30% full -> 1971 watt hour
9:00 - 11:00 40% full -> 2628 watt hour * 2 = 5256 watt hour
11:00- 2:00 60% full -> 3942 watt hour * 3 = 11826 watt hour
2:00-5:00 80% full -> 5256 watt hour * 3 = 15,768 watt hour
5:00-7:00 60% full -> 3942 watt hour * 2 = 7884 watt hour
8:00-10:00 40% full -> 2628 watt hour * 2 = 5256 watt hour
10:00-11:00 20% full -> 1314 watt hour
total per day on the weekend: 49,275 watt hour
A typical week: 75,555.5*5 + 49,275*2 = 476327.5 watt hour per week
24 weeks classes + 8 weeks reading period = 32 weeks of typical gym use
32*476327.5 watt hour = 15,242.48 kWh per year
Current Dillon Gym Use: 1,070,814 kWh for Fiscal Year 2013
These new machines would cover 1.4% of the energy necessary to power Dillon Gym.
Figure B
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Although small, human energy generation would still help to mitigate some of the
gym’s energy usage. This is small step of social progress as well, by showing the community
how each person’s contribution can impact Princeton’s sustainability.
In addition to achieving wide campus awareness of Dillon as a self-powered gym, part
of our project entails revealing other sustainable initiatives already implemented. Beneath
Dillon lies the ‘micro-steam’ facility6 , which is projected to produce 3-4 million kWh annually,
over three times the 1,070,814 kWh Dillon used in the 2013 fiscal year.7 The incredible
potential of this facility is not visible to the public, yet with the implementation of our project,
we can reveal that the gym has the potential, with a combination of projects, to be a
completely sustainable building. It will serve as an example of the potential for a sustainable
universit, both environmentally and socially beneficial.
Social Progress
From our research and the design process, the Princeton community’s role in the
overall goals of the “Sustainable Dillon” project grew to be more than just a cog in an energy
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producing machine. This project will power both the gym and the minds of its patrons, in that
it will serve as an example of Princeton’s efforts to implement sustainable designs and help to
increase awareness of these initiatives. Furthermore, this project can help to encourage the
development and implementation of other sustainable initiatives on campus and in the area.
Dillon Gym is conveniently located at the heart of Princeton’s campus and serves as a
meeting place for many clubs, sports and other recreational activities. Even those who are
unfamiliar with the fitness center tend to have visited the gym at least once over their time at
Princeton since so many events are held there. In recognizing the student body’s familiarity
with this common space, this project hopes to utilize the gym to spread environmental
awareness across campus.
By generating energy when working out, people will be directly in this sustainable
system, which on their part requires no extra effort than they exert during their workout. In
this passive manner, this project will serve as an educational and inspirational tool to both the
Princeton student body and the greater Princeton community. The environmental awareness
component therefore relies on the students’ reactions to the machines and the overall
marketing of the gym as a sustainable building; posters can be hung around the gym to
remind its users about its environmental initiatives, media attention can be drawn from the
various campus publications, and programs can be developed that encourage healthy living
and incentivize both maintaining a healthy lifestyle and a healthy environment.
Considering the social impact Sustainable Dillon could have on the Princeton campus,
a particular idea that we presented was the “Power Hour”. This hour long workout would be
held between 4:45 and 5:45 every weekday, either led by a trainer or a timer, and would
advocate a healthy living style while encouraging students to become acquainted with these
energy generating machines. It would create a campus wide objective to generate as much
energy as possible through the use of these machines. This daily activity would develop an
environmentally aware conscience that would then influence other aspects of the participants’
life to be more sustainable.
Individual Contributions
Kate Kaneko: Essentially, I focused on the facilities in Dillon Gym and the exercise habits of
the Princeton student. After analysing data randomly polled from 94 students (Fig. C), I
created an average Princeton gym user and their habits that would impact the amount of
energy generated from the aerobic machines. I estimated and calculated the energy generated
given different hours in the gym and the percentage of aerobic machine use during those
differing times. I was able to generate a total estimate of watts generated by human exercise
in a typical week, which amounted to 476,327.5 watt hours. In addition, I created a program
called ‘Power Hour’ to incentivize students to use Dillon gym cardio equipment to generate
energy to power both Dillon gym and the Princeton campus.
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Caleb Negash: I focused on the different kinds of existing machines that generate human
energy and researched how they function to harness such energy. I figured out that ellipticals,
stationary bikes, cross trainers, rowing machines are optimal for generating energy due to
their cyclic nature, and I did some research on human-generated programs that that other
gyms have implemented. Looking at the various companies that produce these machines, I
was able to collect data that could then be analyzed for cost effective and maximal energy
harnessing purposes. I also implemented my creative and design skills to make our
presentation more visually expressive.
Alex Quetell: While looking into the yearly energy usage and costs of Dillon gym and
Princeton University, I discovered systems already implemented within the gym and the
university to help reduce energy usage. I analyzed one of the sustainable energy projects at
Dillon gym, the micro-steam facility, and found some problems that currently exist in its
functionality and energy production; including a limited amount of energy able to be
produced during summer months and the limited visibility of existing sustainable projects on
campus. Finally, I analyzed how our project could help to improve the conversation about
sustainability on campus.
Conclusion
Our end goal is both to develop a system that mitigates energy usage on campus and
also to provide a space for the Princeton community to become more environmentally aware.
Based on our research and analysis, we conclude that this project can be applied on a practical
level to Dillon Gym and provide a visible sustainable practice on Princeton campus. As
University Sustainability Manager Shana Weber put it, “Many of the most impactful efforts in
energy conservation and sustainability happen behind the scenes with little fanfare or
community awareness.” We hope to counteract this trend by tapping into an untouched
renewable resource right here on campus: human energy.

